Development of phage biopanning strategies to identify affinity peptide ligands for kappa light chain Fab fragments.
In this work, two phage biopanning strategies were developed to identify affinity peptides for a single Fab and multiple kappa Fabs. For the biopanning rounds, protein L beads were employed to bind Fab targets in a fixed orientation, and NHS functionalized magnetic beads were used to facilitate evaluation of low pH elution conditions. The resulting peptide sequences were synthesized and the binding to different Fabs was evaluated using fluorescence polarization. The first biopanning approach yielded a peptide with similar affinities for two forms of the Fab (recombinantly expressed and post papain-digestion) as well as the intact antibody. While moderate affinity was observed toward a murine variant of the Fab with the same complementarity determining regions (CDR) region but different framework, minimal binding occurred to a Fab with high sequence homology but containing different CDR loops. The second biopanning strategy yielded a peptide with affinity for all three kappa Fabs indicating that it may be a good lead for the development of more general affinity reagents for recombinant kappa Fabs. Finally, an affinity peptide column was developed, and its efficacy was demonstrated for Fab purification from a complex cell culture fluid mixture. The results presented in this article demonstrate that different peptide-based phage biopanning strategies can be effectively employed to identify affinity peptide leads for specific Fab and more general kappa Fab purifications.